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Tujhse jab se mila
Tujhse jab se mila..
Khone laga main teri aadaon mein
Tere hawa mein

Tune sab se chura
Sab se chura..
Dil mein jaga diya ehsaas
‘cuz you held it down
For me from the start

Girl i just wish you could see
Just how much you mean to me
All of these women are fiends
They don’t mean s**
They got nothing on you

You were the one that i need
You were the real mvp
But every time
I try to tell you what i mean
Girl you don’t see

Tere husan te marda
Nahi hoon nahi hoon main
Nahi hoon main
Till you keep it loyal
Keep it 100 for me yeh

Tenu pyar main karda
Karda nahi hoon main
Nahi hoon main
But when you hold it down girl
Thats whats beautiful to me

Hmm that’s beautiful to me
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When you keep it loyal
Keep it 100 for me yeah
That what beautiful to me
Oh that what beautiful to me

She can have the baddest frame
She could have the thinnest waist
But that don’t mean shh na na
If she switching lanes on ya

She could have the ass
She could have it all
She could have the lips
And the confidence

But that don’t mean nothing
If she ain’t around
When the money stops coming nah

You know that
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I am gonna fall for you
You know there ain’t no substitute
You know i wrote this song for you
So that i can remind you

Tere husan te marda
Nahi hoon nahi hoon main
Nahi hoon main
Till you keep it loyal
Keep it 100 for me
100 for me yeh

Tainu pyar main karda
Karda nahi hoon main
Nahi hoon main
But when you hold it down girl
Thats whats beautiful to me yeah

Tere husan te marda
Nahi hoon nahi hoon main yeah
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Keep it 100 for me
Tainu pyar main karda
Karda nahi hoon main
You hold it down girl
Thats whats beautiful to me yeah

Thats whats beauty
Thats whats beauty
Thats whats beauty beautiful

Thats whats beauty
Thats whats beauty
Thats whats beauty beautiful

Yeah thats whats beautiful to me.
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